
From our last few lectures & worksheets, you now have the awareness of what triggers these
different fractal trauma identities within. The separation of self happens through an
unconscious or conscious shock to the mental,chemical, emotional or physical system. This can
be from blunt physical trauma,posion entering the blood streem, emotional trauma such as
humilation rejectionsion, sexual trauama and loss such as abandonment. 

In these moments of fight, flight, freeze or fawn, We are literally at a metaphorical fork in the
road. We alter our forward motion without even being aware. We must understand it is not the
trauma itself that is the root issue. The root cause of separation and fractal consciousness
comes from who we had to become, what we had to do, how we had to hide, how we were
belittled, ignored,shamed, blamed or told not to feel or express ourselves.

This is the point where the split itself is created. Part of “us” had to be abandoned or rejected in
order to “ survive” the experience. Part of us is left in the trauma to become a personality of the
trauma itself either from resisting it, or becoming it. Trauma becomes the personality of victim
or perpetrator. It is literally frozen in time like a ghost haunting its environment. This is why life
feels like “ hurry up and wait” you can not ever truly move forward with these splits. They are
always interfering with your NOW. They may be haunting the past story of their pain, but there
is only now. They are a negative charge, they vibrate. Therefore the law of attraction includes
their story into the one you are focused on presently. Even if you are unaware of it, it still exists.
The unfortunate icing on the cake here is that now only is LOA including this haunting as part
of your now vibration, you are also dealing with the Law of resistance. Making your trauma even
a meatier vibration. Basically what you resist you get more of….

There are three main characters within you. In Yoga they call it Mind, body, soul. I refer to these
main focal points within you as the Me, Myself and I.
It's important that you understand that your splits happen in threes. There are three equal parts
of you in the creation process. There is the You, that is immortal energy. The You that doesnt
remember you is immortal energy and there is a physical representation of those two equal
parts within you. The baby you could say of the darkest part of your consciousness and the
lightest light of knowing you are a piece of God itself would be the body you are sitting in.
Me, My ego or my separation from God( energy) 
Myself , My body that houses the aspects of my separation and my knowing.
My I or I am, My knowing, my truth, my immortal spark of the all.

Now the first 7 years of life are about learning and discovering how it feels to have three parts
mixed together and figure out how to become one. Learning how to use the body,be in a body
and the awareness of itself and others that are near the body. Dealing with desires of the body’s
need to sustain its life through touch, nutrients, sleep and care. The fearless always curious
nature of higher self and the terrified pain filled void of emptiness that is the separation of
itself.
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In a perfect hologram, this process would not necessarily be easy, but would be easier if
everyone's focus on the planet was to integrate itself into unity of self. What that means is that
if our entire focus here was to bring the terrified void of contracted nothing that makes up your
empty, starving fractal of lost consciousness into love of the higher selves vibration of pure
positive energy through the “ container of the body” the power of that unity and blending would
be absolutely epic. You would become GOD embodied. 

The body was created to house the lost piece of you, and the found piece of you. You choose
genetics that were a match to both the darkest part of you and the lightest. The bloodline,
gender,linage serves as the vibrational match to summon both the darkest part of your soul
and the brightest. The body is the vibrational house that both are “ a match too”. This design is
perfection in physics. This body you sit in is the vehicle or jail cell you are attached to to be the
container of you both. Without the body your higher self would jump back into the endless sea
of energy such as the electricity found in your walls. Or like a drop of ocean water returning to
the ocean. The dark void of you would return to the darkness of nothing. 

Your true mission on earth and why you choose to come here is very important. You are here to
bring your darkness home. To literally drop down into density and “ get stuck together” Your
darkest part is pain itself and the essence of God itself. Through the earlier lectures you can
recall us discussing how you broke apart in the first place and the parts of you that got lost in
the void still vibrate your original soul signature. The you that was “ light” enough to return to
the algorithm of God is much like the crystal vase. The broken glass of consciousness happens
through a desire to know thyself more.The only way to know thyself is to be able to see both
sides, feel both sides. To be two counter opposite vibrations that are the magnetic match of
each other.
I know I am lost, my desire is to be found. ( ego is lost, Higherself is found) 
I am hungry my desire is to eat. ( ego is the hunger, higher self is satisfied) 
I am tired and I desire to sleep. ( ego is tired, higher self is the rest) 
I am in loss,I desire connection. ( ego is homeless love, higher self is love)

Think of the lost, broken part of you unable to connect to the universal flow of energy. The ego
part of you runs only on battery powered energy. It isn't sustainable, lasting or rechargeable.
Which means the ego part of you must suck from an energy source to remain aware of itself.
This defines desire itself. Your higher self has no desire to integrate you,but is the true desire of
ego ( to have endless power). So we are here to know thyself and integrate ourselves through
our desires. Ego wants to return to the stream of consciousness, Higherself is the stream itself. 

Unfortunately in the time space of Earth although our mission was to put ego and higher self in
the same room to merge back onto one. We are born into a life where few remember this
purpose and the family we are born into are still fighting against themselves internally.This is
the example we are born into. Instead of watching mom and dad work to integrate themselves
through their desires, they are at war with themselves and each other usually. 

You have heard that two's a couple three's a crowd?
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This is because the body acts as the mediator, the go between of the higher self, and ego. If the
ego could raise its vibration high enough it would couple instantly with its higher self and
return as if nothing was separate. Although at the base point the ego and higher self share the
same soul signature ego has been lost in density and in the void so long that is doesn't believe,
remember, know, trust, like or think it is any part of higher self grandiose abundance, freedom
and light , ego only desires to drink , suck, and chip away at the universal source of energy” take
a hit” as that is all it has instincts for at this point. It hasn't a clue it is and will always be a
Source energy itself.

So as we begin to understand why we split, how we split; we must look now at the
multiplication factor that happens here. Insead of using the body to mediate the intervention
and marriage of ego and higher self, it is taught to continue to split into sub fractions of itself. 3
becomes 6, 6 becomes 9. 
Ego is too dark, so it splits into a less noticeable darkness to be accepted and safe.
Higheself is too light, so it turns down its volume to become bearable to others.
The body then splits its intuition into serving both masters rather that bringing ego and
higherself into harmoney just like a child of divorce has to go back and forth to two homes and
become the slave of the two master parents who are extreme difference. 

The ones who felt separated in the separation here usually wake up once we have 9 splits. We
wake up and begin the journey of integration. 
I believe it acts as a spectrum, breaks up the extremes of ourselves and is easier maybe to work
with counterparts verses extremes, These splits act as the shadow. The sun would be too strong
to look at and the dark would suck you in and you would disappear. So maybe instead of feeling
angry about the time we have lost and how many times we have split, we can use this all to our
advantage. Because the middle of the two extremes is the balance of you.And that this the part
that isn't caught up in extreme desire or hunger or extreme speed. The you that can read this,
digest this info is the balance point.

See graph to show how this split works in your favor. 

The One becomes three upon birth. The birth and first 7 years creates the foundation of the
continued split, or the integration into unity. At this time on Earth the majority of us will use
the splits to leverage a balance point. Until the parental beings are unified, we will not have
children that are taught to unify with themselves. We use the split to our advantage for now. As
every negative is a short cut in the game of duality. 

9 is the number of completion. So it is when you reach 9 splits you have an opportunity to
merge into unity in the game of density.

Now let us return to the concept of how trauma, confusion, influence, pressure,and pain split us
apart more.
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That part of you experiencing the trauma literally breaks off from the higher vibration of you
as it becomes “heavier” The part of you that is in shock, pain or loss becomes a slower
vibration.
Imagine if you were driving with someone very fast and something ripped you out of the car
and left you on the road, the driver focused on forward motion, speed and concentration
doesn't see you fly out. Now the person that was thrown out of the car through ( trauma) is
much slower to walk than the speeding car, has no clue where it is, and has no way to get
the driver's attention.
In this metaphor.
Ego is the person thrown out. 
The body is the car
And higher self is the driver….

Now reflect on your biggest ahah moment of this course. Really sit in this part for a minute,
read this and sit back and reflect. 

How is Higherself going to find ego now?
The ego can't speed up right?
So Higher self has to slow down. Retrace its steps, look for clues, gas up its vehicle here and
there, let the car rest at times, and search…

Now ego feels rejected( ejected) and adbonded. It from the terror of separation and tries to
run ahead until it runs out of the power of the “wifi” (enless power) of higher self. Now it has
to find a source of energy if it wants to live. And because only the ego's higher self can
infinitely energize the ego's consciousness, it will have to settle for what it can find as a
battery source to survive. Day turns into night, night turns into day. At some point the ego is
not sure if it is moving closer , sideways or backwards as the weaker it gets the more it
forgets what higherself feels like anymore, it goes through madness, with a longing for
home, it is also angry and enraged it was left. It is missing itself and hating it all at the same
time. It both blames and feels responsible for being left.

Higher Self's entire purpose is to find ego and integrate now. The body's health depends on
having both its parents in the car. Without one the body will not work properly. So the
further higher self gets away from ego in the HURRY UP TO THE FUTURE. The weaker and
sicker the body becomes. Too much spirit is like driving a car 200 miles an hour and
forgetting git needs gas and upkeep. The ego being the reminder of hunger helps higher self
take better care of the car. 

Without ego the body dies from extreme neglect, without higher self there is no forward
motion in the car as the ego is afraid of uncertainty and not having security of its desired
nurishment right here. It keeps the car garaged or undriven.



So the body is the reflection of who's driving and at what level the separation is
manifested. 
The body will get sick to slow down higher self. The body getting gently sick is a tantrum,
a check engine light. If neglected will manifest disease.  
The higher self will then begin to “ feel “ ego again and it will use its intuition and
connection to find ego. But now ego is hiding, mad, sad, lost in addiction of what higher
self felt like, and is sucking off of - people, places and things to survive. It isn't looking for
a higher self at all but has dreams and nightmares as reminders. It has inspirations that
hurt and reminds ego of what it lost and in moments of a HIGH it will be on higherselfs
radar and ego will feel the connection of higher self from a safe place. The high is
followed by the lowest of lows. But even for that minute of the high ego has from the hug
it received or the drug it took. Higherself uses that to move in and locate ego.  

So addiction has been important. 
Illness has been important  
Love and lost love has been important 
Obsession has been important  
ANY trigger is important. 
Desire is important  
Loss is important  
Patterns are important to see 
Confusion is important 
Inspiration is important. 

Ego uses addictions and attachments to people, places and things to unconsciously get
closer to higher self. 
Higherself uses the radar of the “high” ego is experiencing to feel egos location  
The body becomes the vehicle for the search rather than a constant forward motion.  

So the people who feel like home to you, the people and places you are drawn to are
SOOO important. They are part of your search party. But what feels like home has the
remembrance of pain attached as well and ego will want to fight or flight this underlying
PTSD . 

Keep in mind that when you start to move and merge into each other, the PTSD of
rejection and remembrance of abandonment will wash over EGO and it will either show
up as: 
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Feeling a lack of desire for what's been manifested( when you manifest something you
have been wanting it will feel unwanted) 
A sabotage of the connection
A fear of being left behind or rejected 
A major detox or change in reality 
People, places and things leaving your life.
People and places coming into your life
Major ebb or major flow of abundance 
A feeling of void or dark night of the soul( worst day for ego is best day for higher self) 
An answered prayer or a major accident.

And sometimes until the ego is too tired to search and lets go of its controlling addiction
to hide and be loved in its next high it will find itself in the arms( somehow) of higher
selves search party itself. But because the space feels too loving or good to be true, the
ego will sneak out into the darkness where it feels less judged or too different and get lost
again.

Love, passion, excitement, ecstasy,happiness,creativity, joy, freedom, gratitude, appreciation
is a higher self radar ( way to see ) where one's ego is vibrating.Ego can only feel these
feelings through addiction or instant gratification. These feelings can not be sustained by
ego.
So when EGO Is “high” Higher self can be located.

THe worst place for a human to be is in an uncomfortable comfortable idle existence. “
settling” 

There are no extremes so ego moves into slow destruction of the body and higher self
remains behind the fence.looking for weak links to use to get EGO's attention.

How would this look in life?

A sick broken healer.
An enabled victim 
An addict 
Codependency 
Fear of failure 
Guilt and shame of any kind.
A rich person with no real purpose.
A comfort zone of safety and codependency 
An over nurtured person 
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Pain is the body's way of saying you are getting further away not closer.
Illness is essential for this reconnaissance mission. Because pain is what ego feels and
higher self can feel what ego is feeling.
Intimate relationships are the best mirrors to use to see each other.But they will trigger
the most separation 

 The ego wants to get high, feel safe and live in desire through discomfort (this is
because ego needs walls up around itself to stay an ego. Ego has infinite walls up but
lacks boundaries of self care and love. A higher self is the real deal, high itself, no desire
and no need for comfort, safety or security, has no walls, no rules or boundaries. It is
infinite abundance and unlimited energy.
  
The body is the bridge, the vehicle, the mediator, the house, the hybrid child of both ego
and higher self. The need for “daddy or mommy'' that comes from a non logical space is
the call from the body to either missing parties. 
Higher Self is speed and weightless, immortal life force energy, unlimited, fearless,
timeless. Feels something is missing from itself.
Ego is emptiness and consumption,heavy,feels mortal runs on battery energy from
others.lIves in hurry up and weight. Feels abandoned and rejected.

Looking at the graph you can see you always had a plan, you are not moving ten steps
forward ten steps back. But you are also not moving ahead of the whole vibration of you
until you integrate. When the Spirit spends too much time in the light it will wear the
body down and kill it. If the body spends too much time as the ego, the body will kill
itself. 
The body will do everything in its innate power to help, drive, house and support this
unity.
The ego is going nowhere fast. The higher self is fast, unable to go anywhere.The body
is in non judgment of either side, loves both, focused on only unity of the two.

So basically when life feels satisfying you are unified.
When you feel intense desire you are not connected 
When you feel triggered you are at a crossroads.
When you surrender you turn on your gps
When you force, fight,beg, find yourself in a hurry or change to be like someone else you
are hiding.
When you are obsessed you are getting closer
When you are unmotivated you are stuck
When you are high on ANYTHING higher self can feel you.
When you chase you are getting further from your higher self.
When you are high you are a satellite match 
When you are guilty or ashamed you are invisible to higher self. 
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There is a lot to absorb here. Do not rush this understanding. I am sure now you want
the 411 on how to integrate . This process is natural and non forced. It happens
organically when the walls and fight is down. The less addicted to instant gratification
you are, the easier this will be for you. If you need this to happen fast you will go
slower.

3d is a paradox of opposition. In quantum integration you slow down to go fast, create
boundaries to tear down walls and all negatives are shortcuts . 
Because we have never been taught this idea, we have been really attempting a very
deep intuitive purpose the best we can.That is why I always tell you guys eyes on your
own paper. Use your physical reality as your guru, map, gps, reflection to pause, take
stock and choose from a new level of awareness, rather than rushing to attack, hide, run
away or manipulate your circumstances.

Once we are triggered you are at the best place for alignment. If you react to the trigger
instead of feeling into the trigger and seeing what info, hint, advantage point it has for
you, you will just choose the road you know and follow that timeline even if it feels
new. 

Pain, relief, hope, expectation and disappointment.
So if you fight with your partner and your reaction is to run away rather than find inner
alignment of what the trigger is showing you, you will find yourself waiting and stuck
sooner or later.

IF the trigger (memory of pain or memory of love) isn't used for alignment. The pain of
the trigger will need to be relieved somehow. It needs to be separated . Just like taking
tylenol for a headache, it doesn't take away the root cause of the headache, it separates
you from feeling it. So as soon as you feel better you believe you are better.

Once something is relieved ( see warrior training for deeper understanding of this idea) 
You are in a false sense of wellness.Your pain moves from the Consciousness awareness
moves into the subconscious.The subconscious is the google file of everything you have
ever been, witnessed,done,had done to you down to every experience. (even if you only
watched it on a movie and it created a visceral feeling within you. It is also the file of :
Almost lost, almost had, failure, pain,witnessed trauma of others, injuries, insecurities,
genetic predisposition, environmental and economic orientation, family upbringing,
gender, social conditioning, comparison,inherent limits and potentials. Learned
information, forced indoctrination,diet,unrequited love,humiliating moments,confusion
without closure, addictions, fears, grief, love and desire).
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The feeling of pain is put someplace, because pain is density, it has weight.The pain is
buried alive in the body, mind, or life someplace. 

Because when you take tylenol you believe your headache is gone you begin to move
back into the timeline of hope.

But ultimately the law of attraction hears the tiniest vibration within you and includes
that to its virtual reality you play in. NOTHING is hidden from LAW that vibrates. So
your inner pain that has been numbed or masked still shows up in your life again and
again.

Yourn automatic( autopilot) behavior is a miss mash of this entire soup of data. 
Your surfice desires are birthed from this soup of data as well.
Your opinions and beliefs are formed from the average of this entire inner storage unit.
And ultimately your focus, personality, desires and drive is written not from a pure
positive intent,but the desire, need and want to “ find relief, be loved, heal, have what is
missing,get closure, be strong, succeed, avoid failure, avoid being hurt, avoid being
humiliated and cover our tracks of the parts of us that slip out when triggered.

No wonder we all feel somewhat nuts! There is a major bi polar war going on within
us masked by '' control' such as self control, the management of others, will power,
isolation, deprivation,addiction and starvation. 

Where you have the most trauma you will feel numb,fearful, uncertain, alone, broke
and trapped.

We literally starve the parts of ourselves that appear to be detrimental to our present
moment acceptance. We isolate parts of ourselves that appear weak. We contain and
cover parts of our past that might make us “ worth-less” and use manipulation to
demonstrate the opposite behavior publicly. An example would be a feeling of
weakness, loss of power in the past. Usually creates either a strong willed success
driven person or a strong overbearing perpetrating victim.

As you sit with all of yourselves. It's important that you get to a place of witness and
observing rather than emotionally connected to these aspects of you. In order to truly
integrate any of this you must do so from a neutral vibration.

The universe is sommonds through charge.Energy moves fast through a positive or
negative flow. When you are angry, you are a negative charge and are flowing Universal
energy through that perspective ( projector ) Same when you are in love or excited. 
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When you are neutral = New to your reality , there is no charge. There are idle potentials
but no flow. Another way to understand neutrality is to look through the eyes of
acceptance, understanding, allowing and observation without judgment. This is why it's
so easy to help others rather than yourself. When you see them, their story ( unless it
involves you, or triggers you) is neutral. It's not affecting you so you can see through the
eyes of neutrality.

The only way to integrate these aspects completely is from a neutral viewpoint. If you
are still triggered your separation will remain.

Shame and guilt are what 3 dimensional walls are built out of.” I am trapped,
stuck,blocked,denied,rejected”.
Shame = I am” worth less now” I have been de- valued” I am not good enough. I am not
who I thought I was. People see me incorrectly, I am not seen for the real me, I am not
allowed to be me.Because who I am is not what love wants”.I am a bad person, I am not
what is desirable.I can not trust myself”. I must hide, I must outshine others, I must do
whatever it takes to NOT FEEL SHAME, BECAUSE I AM SHAME. 

I must give my power away, I can not trust my choices. ( codependency) 
I must hide this part of me, I will become different, the opposite of how this
appears.
I must look for others who are not good enough, this brings me relief.( misery
loves company)
I must protect people I love from feeling this feeling.
I must beg for help because I am worthless.
I must work harder, control my environment so it appears as I am
worthy,successful, clean, competent and intelligent. I must present perfection to
be safe. I must be good at things that others are not. I must do everything.
I must manipulate and distract others to look away from me by shaming &
judging them.
I am ashamed, what's the point?I am disappointed. Therefore I will not try.
I can not have what I want, who I want or go where I want so what's the point
of desire?
I am a mess therefore I live as such.
I am not good enough yet, so I must wait.
I will collect things and go places that bring me a moment's feeling of
innocence. 



I will brag, name drop, demonstrate worth to hide what I actually feel.
Watching others be inspired or jealous of me is a high I desire to have.
I apologize for who I am.I am sorry I am not better, smarter, more achieved,
more attractive, wealthier, faster, cleaner.
I must rescue others who feel ashamed. 
I must micro manage people to catch their errors, so they will feel ashamed. 
I criticize and find fault in others that trigger my shame.
I judge when others try to harm, act perfect, are lazy, ugly, fat, poor,
rich,successful,outgoing,happy,in love,or when they get what they want.
I am judged for being me.
I feel relief when people fail. 
I feel compassion when people feel shame as I feel shame.
I am judged for my past. 
I am judged for my beliefs, my behavior, my choices, my preferences .
I am addicted to bettering myself,learning,healing myself and others.My drive,
ambition,motivation is entirely focused on how small, ignorant and broken I
actually feel.
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Guilt = I have done bad. I am wrong. I am the problem. It's my fault. I am to blame. I
messed up, I am a failure, I do not deserve help, love, kindness, respect, attention.

I must be punished.
I must not be trusted
I must give way my time, money & freedom because I don't deserve to feel safe
or happy. 
I must not trust others
I must hide what I have done.
I guilt others so I do not feel alone in my pain of guilt. 
I must sabotage anyone getting too close to me or they will find out. 
I must lie about who I am, what I have done, what I have and what I don't have.
I must work harder to repent.
I twist your projection of guilt from me to you, by reminding you that you are to
blame
I shut down,twist your attack on me until I see you are at fault.
I create purgatory to suffer. I will create suffering in the aspects of life I desire
most.
I am jealous of others who don't feel guilt.
I am not free to be me because who I am is bad, or hurts others. 
I feel better when I witness guilt in others. (remorse)
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I do not want my loved ones to ever feel guilt, because then I will feel
guilt. 
I want my loved ones to feel guilt as I do. 
I want justice, I want revenge, I want guilty parties to pay for their sins.
I guilt others to trap them into staying small with me. 
I threaten and remind people all I have done for them, so guilt will stop
their behavior.
I punish guilt
I am punished by guilt
I am being punished by god
I am not seen for my talents, efforts.I am unappreciated. 
I am used and thrown away. 
I am left out, or left behind
I am running out of time
I must reject you before you reject me.
I will hold you accountable and hostage through guilt, commitment,
agreements and your obligation to me.
I guilt you by reminding you all I have done for you before.YOU OWE ME.
I feel guilty for all you've done and sacrificed and given to me. I owe you
my freedom, time and energy.
I use others to hide guilt.
I feel safe with others who are guilty.
I must be invisible.
I am addicted to ANYTHING that will give me relief from guilt. 

Therefore due to the law of resistance the energy of guilt and shame create either a
mask to fake the opposite. Example . A person who feels worthless, creates a mask of
worth, such as speaking and demonstrating abandoance and worth.Or by helping others
find worth, while going without from a place of undeserving. 


